The health care industry everywhere is facing significant pressure to reduce costs and deliver better care to more patients. Frontline Health Care Providers (FHCPs) everywhere are facing immense challenges filling many forms in order to comply with regulations before being able to deliver patient care. Unfortunately, technology enabled solutions have led to multitudes of interfaces whereby consolidation is not affordable for either not-for-profit or for-profit organizations. Although FHCPs have the most influence on quality of patient care since they are the face of the health care industry for patients, most of the health care industry technology solutions are proprietary and subsequently offer FHCPs limited control and flexibility.

AcuteNet has solved this problem through an innovative form digitization and workflow automation framework developed on Open Source Technology. Currently, AcuteNet has enabled almost 6000 FHCPs to deliver care to over 2 million patients through more than 5 million Clinical Assessments in Canada, US and Asia.

AcuteNet SaaS products are empowered by AcuteNet Data Collection Management Framework (ADCMF) to ensure the protection of sensitive information in accordance with privacy legislation, industry standards and delivered in collaboration with:

- GeeksForless – The provider of AcuteNet human capital
- RedHat – The provider of AcuteNet underlying technology
- Dell – The provider of AcuteNet private cloud infrastructure

Due to nature of open sources paradigm, AcuteNet has successfully embedded security and protection of patient data into the DNA of its cloud-based Software as a Service capabilities enabling:

- FHCPs to control forms and workflows needed to conduct clinical assessments, determine care plans, deliver care plans and record outcomes through any device in both online and offline mode.
- Administrators and regulators with full access to rich patient data used for all sorts of analytics to improve quality of patient-care decision making including funding allocation. Customer with jurisdictional requirements with the option of deploying AcuteNet in their own secured datacenter giving them total control over their patient data.
- Multi-layer-encryption technology to assure the protection of patient data in accordance with 7 principles of Privacy by Design.

Beyond technology innovation, AcuteNet offers an innovative licensing model based on patient record with unlimited user-access and unlimited-form-digitization. AcuteNet Patient Record pricing has enabled organizations of all sizes to take full advantage of AcuteNet’s open-source technology innovation through sharing clinical assessment instruments. With unlimited user access and unlimited form digitization and workflow automation, AcuteNet SaaS capability can be coined as “Uber” solution to address the technology requirements of Clinical Assessments, Care Plans, and Care Outcomes to deliver the right care to the right patient.
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Sharing Enables Global Reach
Sharing Demands Smart Partnership
Multi layer encryption at application and infrastructure level for online and offline use

Clinical Assessment Form Digitization and Workflow Automation

Private Cloud Computing available via any device everywhere at all times

Web Service Integration with any computing infrastructure anywhere

Sharing Drives Focus & Clarity
Sharing Customer Value

- **$5 per patient per month**
- **Unlimited user access**
- **Unlimited forms & workflow**
Why Privacy Matters

"Why does privacy matter? I faced this question about 10 years ago when I was a CTO. The question was popped within the board and I had to defend the need for privacy," writes Ture Anderson in a guest column for CSO Digital.
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What mobility means to me, Canadian CIOs discussed

Corporate LiveWire Award

On April 4, 2016, AcuteNet received Innovation & Excellence in Healthcare Award at the Health Care Innovation Awards.

AcuteNet helps Ontario's front-line quality care

Gilbert A. Tremblay's Experience with the AcuteNet Planner

Sharing Rewards Transparency
Share your thoughts with us....
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